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From: Kamalakar Naidu
To: Tae Ahn; Ted Carter
Date: 4/11/02 8:32AM
Subject: Review of welding records

I reviewed Framtomne's welding records at CNWRA and required additional information. During my visit to
the the Yucca Mountain Project, Las Vegas, I went to BSC office and looked at the records. I discussed
the information which I needed to support the records. BSC offered valid explanations for some questions
and obtained the additional information from Frarnatomne to supplement the records.
Bob Latta requested me to write a narrative so that he could use it in his OR report.
I request Mr. Ahn to review this write-up and provide me his comments to me before I forward this to Bob
Latta.

CC: N. King Stablein
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Review of Records on Welded Specimen Bechtel SAIC Company, LLC (BSC)

Introduction

The staff reviewed quality assurance records pertaining to the welded specimens that were
prepared to simulate the proposed waste package closure welds. Three welding techniques
were used to prepare welded specimens. Tests were performed on these specimens to identify
from a small sample, the amount of weld flaws, base metal flaws, orientation of the flaws, and
to totally characterize the flaws by metalography. Because there is no industry data, DOE's
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) and its contractors plan to use
the data on volumetric data analysis and also collect information on stress corrosion cracking.

Background Information

On March 29, 2001, when a reorganization at DOE's OCRWM's took place, Bechtel SAIC
Company, LLC (BSC) assumed responsibilities as M&O's contractor from the previous
contractor. With the change, instead of being a support organization to the M&O contractor,
Framatome Advanced Nuclear Products (Framatome) became a subcontractor to BSC. To
support an investigation to determine the optimum welding operation suitable for the closure
weld, BSC prepared Waste Package Project Work Direction for Framatome 'Work Supporting
Waste Package Development Program" WPD WD01 -011 revision 03, dated July 6, 2001. This
document contained Statement of Quality and Technical Requirements Work Packages
11512234M3 and 1111213 PM2 - Framatome ANP revision 00, dated February 14, 2001
entitled, 'Statement of Quality and Technical Requirements."

Three techniques were used to weld specimens; 1) Narrow Gap - Tungsten Inert Gas
(NG-TIG). The staff reviewed records pertaining to specimen plate identified as D62 welded
with this technique, 2) Plasma Arc Welding. The staff reviewed records pertaining to specimen
plate identified as PA3 welded with this technique, and 3) Optimized Tungsten Inert Gas
(OPT-TIG). Specimen plate welded with this technique is identified as OT4. The staff reviewed
records pertaining to specimen plate OT4. Because it could not find suitable welding machines
in the US to perform OPT-TIG, Framatome purchased the metal plates and weld wire in the US,
and shipped it to its subsidiary in Germany. The plates were welded and non-destructively
examined with an attendant Framatome US representative.

Specification for Preparation of Welded Specimens

On March 29, 2001, when a reorganization at DOE's OCRWM took place, BSC assumed
responsibilities for M&O operations from the previous contractor. BSC prepared the work
scope for welding the specimens and included procurement, welding, and inspection of Alloy 22
specimens by Framtome. The work scope states "Obtain sufficient quantities of Alloy 22
material and weld wire to weld two hundred feet (minimum) of welded plate. The two hundred
feet of welded plate will consist of multiple plates of the following description: Two plates
(nominally 40"X 4"X 1 1/2") welded together with a double U, narrow groove joint to produce a
welded plate 40"X 8"X 1 1/2" (nominal). Welding procedure specifications and performance
qualifications will be in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME)Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (B&PVC), Section 1II, Subsection NB, 1995 Edition,
1996 Addenda. The welds will be RT (10% of all welds) and 100%PT inspected in accordance
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with the ASME B&PVC, Section III, Subsection NB, 1995 Edition, 1996 Addenda. Welded
plates will be shipped to Metal Samples, GE, LTI, or LLNL as directed."

The above mentioned document also outlines the quality and technical requirements affecting
two work packages contained in Framatome Fiscal Year 2001 Statement of Work. The two
work packages are; 1) 151 2234M3 for waste package engineering and fabrication, and 2)
11 1121 3PM2 for deferred waste package stress corrosion cracking and other tests including
strain testing.

Current Status of Previous Welded Samples

During the period 1999, and 2000, the previous contractor sent welded specimens to
Framatome and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) for strain and corrosion
testing respectively. The contractor also sent some of the Serial No 15 AutoTIG welded plate
specimens welded in 1999-2000 to General Electric R&D, Niskayanee, (Mr. Peter Anderson)
New York. The contractor also sent welded specimens to McDermott, and to Alliance
Company, Roxie, Ohio ( Mr. Gordon) for stress corrosion testing.

Under contract with BSC, Framatome completed strain studies on the OPT Ti G weld
specimens by September 2001. Framatome supplied welded specimens to, Metal Samples,
Munford, Alabama, for the express purpose of cutting the plate into smaller samples to facilitate
testing. During the cutting operations, Metal Samples personnel lost traceability of the material
identification on the cut samples.

At the NRC's request, BSC provided specimens of Plasma Arc welding (specimen No. (SN)
PA3) and Optimized Tungsten Inert Gas Welding (Opt T1 G)(specimen SNs 0T4) f romn the work
package 11 51 2234M3 and one specimen from work package 11 1121 3PM2 Narrow Groove -
Tungsten Inert Gas (NG Ti G) (specimen D62) to the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
Analysis (CNWRA) in San Antonio, Texas. On March 14, 2002, Framatome shipped 156 feet
of welded metal plates to LLNL for testing.

Results of the Review

The Statement of Quality and Technical Requirements Work Packages was well written replete
with quality requirements, specified that all the work is to be performed under the Framatome
Quality Assurance (QA) program identified as 56-1 201 21 2-04, Revision 2 dated February 6,
1998, and invoked the ASME B&PVC requirements for the welding and non-destructive tests to
examine the welds. Timely surveillances at the vendors, such as, Metal Samples could have
-averted samples being cut before transferring the heat numbers and other traceability
information to the cut pieces being separated. Similarly, timely audits or receipt inspections on
the quality assurance documents that Framatome furnished would have detected that the
records were incomplete. However, during the staff review, BSC was able to obtain from
Framatome some additional documents to supplement the information contained in the quality
assurance records.
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